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--J )> TEST FOR UNIT 6

± Listening
You are going to hear Nam talking about what he and his brother will do to prepare for Tet 
holiday.
1. Now listen and decide what Nam will do, what her brother will do, and what both of them 
will do.

Nam Nam's brother
Sweep the floor
Clean the floor
Clean the sofa
Wash clothes
Hang up clothes
Plant some flowers and trees

2. Listen again and decide if the statements are true (T) or false (F)
1. Nam's brother likes to clean the floor. _________
2. Nam's brother will wash clothes by hands. _________
3. Their house has a big garden. _________

± Pronunciations
Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the other three in each
question.
1. A. present B. sound C. sweet D. season
2. A. blossom B. chess C. messy D. passion
3. A. cession B. sleep C. say D. exciting
4. A. spend B. city C. bicycle D. nation
5. A. student B. sugar C. stainless D. slang
6. A. sheet B. sad C. show D. shut
7. A. expensive B. instead C. outside D. mission
8. A. sing B. special C. social D. artificial
9. A sugar B. spring C. school D. Summer
10. A. special B. rice C. she D.Should
11. A. cook B. calendar C. celebrate D. Clean
12. A. wish B. machine C. shrimp D. Watch
13. A. decorate B. calendar C. celebrate D. clean
14. A. shopping B. sugar C. sure D. summer
15. A. centre B. special C. decide D. rice
16. A. school B. chemistry C. peach D. Christmas
17. A. summer B. singer C. study D. tables
18. A. sure B. stupid C. spring D. snail
19. A. ocean B. ceiling C. city D. circle
20. A. ache B. school C. machine D. chemical

'i- Stress
Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the other three in each question.
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1. A. furniture B. behavior C. relatives D. decorate
2. A. machine B. special C. sugar D. center
3. A. apricot B. first-footer C. calendar D. decorate
4. A. active B. crazy C. remote D. crowded
5. A. blossom B. calendar C. celebrate D. Korean
6. A. decorate B. gathering C. historic D. rooster
7. A. repeat B. rubbish C. money D. feather
8. A. forest B. lucky C. empty D.deny
9. A. special B. shopping C. money D. repeat
10. A. pagoda B. fantastic C. cathedral D. family

4- Multiple choice
Choose the word of phrase that best completes each sentence below.
1. Tet is coming. We___________ clean and decorate our house.

A. should B. shouldn't C. mustn't
2.1 always___________my grandparents a long life and good health.

A. celebrate B. wish C. make
3. The__________ is the first person to enter your house in the New Year.

A. relative B. first cousin C. first footer

D. are

D. bring 

D. rooster
4. Children should help their parents______________ their house with flowers and pictures.

A. make B. decorate C. do D. lay
5. New Year's Eve is a night when members of a family often get_________________

A. together B. another C. other D. others
6. People believe that____________water over people will bring a lot of rain in the new year.

A. throw B. to throw C. throws D. throwing
7. January 1st is a day when people in Europe and America________________

A. see B. remember C. celebrate
8. New year is one of four important______________ in the United States.

A. parties B. festivals C. events

new year.
D. spend

9. In London people cheer and sing when the clock
A. gets B. seed

10. On New Year's days, children_________
A. get - in B. ask - on

11. The Times Square Ball begins its fall 
of the year.

A. during B. because
12. "

c. goes 
lucky money _

D. celebration 
midnight on New Year's Eve.

D. strikes 
_____ red envelope.

C. take - at D. have - with
millions of voices countdown the final seconds

C. when
do Vietnamese people prepare for Tet?"_________

D. throughout 
"They decorate their houses and

cook special food."
A. How B. What C. Where

13. "In which country do people throw water at one another?"_____________"
A. Scotland B. Thailand C. The USA

14. I wish you had a____________life and___________ health.
A. long - best B. big - good C. long - good

15.1 will__________ my lucky money in my piggy bank.
A. keep B. spend C. borrow

16. Vietnamese people usually return to their families_________________ Tet.
A. in B. on C. for

17. When the clock strikes midnight, colorful fireworks light_______________
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D. How often

D. Denmark 

D. happy - bad 

D. give

D. during 
the sky.
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A. in B. up C. on D. over
18. You shouldn't___________ things on the first day of Tct.

A. make B. hang C. break D. cook
19. At Tet, many people present rice to wish_______________enough food throughout the year.

A. for B. in C. at D. with
20. Students___________copy their classmates' work.

A. should B. not C. must D. shouldn't
21. The American___________ a midnight kiss with someone they love.

A. share B. bring C. take D. celebrate
22. People in many countries in the world often wear their________________clothes on the New Year day

A. traditional B. tradition C. ordinary D. summer
23. Tet is the__________ time of the year.

A. busy B. busier C. most busy D. busiest
24. Tet is the biggest and most important______________ in Vietnam.

A. festival B. decoration C. occasion D. tradition
25. We should help our mother_____________ the table after the meal.

A. make B. to make C. to clearing D. clean
26. People in Laos___________water over one another.

A. give B. throw C. take D. bring
27. On New Year's days, children in Korea make a_______________ to their parents or elders and wish
them a long and healthy_____________

A. bow - live B. friend - lives C. bows - lives D. bow - life
28. Do you believe that the first footer______________us good or bad luck?

A. must take B. should bring C. can make D. can bring
29. Some Vietnamese people don't eat shrimps_______________ New Year's days.

A. in B. on C. at D. during
30. We shouldn't play music_____________ after midnight.

A. careful B. right C. loudly D. easy
4- Cloze test

A. Choose the correct word A, B, or C for each of the gaps to complete the following text.
New Year is one of the most important (1)_____________ in the United States. On New Year's Eve, most
people go to the parties. At twelve o'clock at night, everyone says "Happy New Year" and they (2)
________ their friends and relatives good luck. New Year's parties usually last a long time. Many
people don't go home (3)____________ morning. Another holiday, Halloween, is mainly for children.
On this holiday children (4)_____________as witches, ghosts or other characters. Most children go (5)
________ house to house and say "Trick or Treat", asking for candy or fruit. If the people at the
house do not give them candy, the children will play a trick on them. But this (6)______________________ever
happens. Most people give them candy or fruit.
1. A. competitions B. festivals C. decorations D. traditions
2. A. wish B. exchange C. bring D. play
3. A. in B. on C. for D. until
4. A. put B. make C. dress D. set
5. A. from B. in C. to D. for
6. A. mostly B. hardly C. usually D. always
B. Choose the correct word A, B, or C for each of the gaps to complete the following text.
There are many Chinese festivals in Hong Kong. The Western New Year starts on the first day of 
January but the Chinese begin New Year on the first day of the first moon of the Chinese calendar. 
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Before New Year's Day comes, people clean and decorate their houses, (1)_______________ a lot of
traditional food and go shopping for presents and new clothes. New Year's Eve is the time (2) 
______every family gathers its members together for dinner.
People (3)_______ the New Year with a music performance and a firework display to light up the
sky. On New Year's Day, they visit their friends and relatives. The children get lucky money in red
envelopes. Many people go to the (4)___________ to wish for good health and good luck. Chinese
people in Hong Kong celebrate the New Year with (5)_____________and happiness.
1. A. take B. bring c. cook D. sell
2. A. when B. after c. before D. during
3. A. meet B. see c. end D. celebrate
4. A. houses B. pagodas c. family D. camps
5. A. hopeful B. hopeless c.hope D. hoping

Reading comprehension
A. Read the passage, choose the best answer.
Lunar New Year, or Tet, is Vietnam's main holiday. It is the most important occasion in the year 
which falls sometimes between 19th January and 20th February on the Western calendar. Tet 
marks the beginning of spring and the start of a new year.
Tet's preparations and celebrations nowadays are shorter than those in the past. Streets are 
decorated with coloured lights and red banners. Shops are full of goods. People are busy buying 
gifts, cleaning and decorating their houses and cooking traditional foods.
Houses are often decorated with plants and flowers at this time. Peach blossom is traditional at 
Tet in the North while apricot blossom is traditional in the South. The kumquat tree with its ripe 
deep orange fruits is popular throughout the country. One of Tet's most special foods is Banh 
Chung, which is made from sticky rice, green beans and fatty pork. Mut, which is candied fruits 
such as sugared apples, plums or tomatoes, is also popular.
1. What is another name of Tet?

A. Vietnamese holiday B. Lunar New Year
C. Traditional holiday D. Vietnamese main holiday

2. What does Tet sometimes take place on Western calendar?
A. from 19th January to 20th January B. from 19th January to 19th February
C. from 19th January to 20th February D. from 19th January to 20th February

3. What does Tet mark?
A. the end of the year
B. the start of a new month
C. the beginning of a new year
D. the beginning of spring and the start of a new year.

4. What do people decorate the streets with?
A. plants and flowers B. coloured lights and red banners
C. peach blossom and apricot blossom D. traditional foods

5. What do people do in Tet?
A. People buy gifts, clean and decorate their houses and cook traditional foods
B. People enjoy traditional food
C. People clean their house and wait for the first footer
D. People plan trees around their house

B. Choose the letter A, B, C or D to answer these questions
Preparation for Tet, Vietnamese New Year, starts two or three months before the actual 

celebrations. People try to pay off their debts in advance so that they can be debt-free on Tet. 
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Parents buy new clothes for their children so that the children can wear them when Tet arrives. 
Because a lot of commercial activities will cease during the celebrations people try to stock up on 
supplies as much as possible.

In the days leading up to Tet, the streets and market are full of people. Everyone is busy 
buying food, clothes, and decorating for their house. Each family prepares some special foods for 
the holiday. Those who live far away from home will try to come home to celebrate Tet with their 
family. Vietnamese families usually have a family altar to pay respect to their ancestors. During 
Tet the altar is thoroughly cleaned and new offerings are placed there.

On New Year's Eve, each home is thoroughly cleaned and decorated with flowers and 
offerings for ancestors by the night before Tet. Many people stay up until midnight to welcome 
the New Year or go to the pagoda to pray for luck, prosperity, and happiness.

In the morning, actual Tet celebrations begin. The first day of Tet is reserved for the nuclear 
family. In big cities, the streets are usually empty as most people stay at home or leave the city to 
visit their close relatives in the countryside. Usually, children dress their new clothes and give 
their elders the traditional Tet greetings before receiving the lucky money.
1. This passage is about___________ .

A. New Year's Eve B. the first day of the New Year
C. preparation for Tet and Tet holiday D. paying debt before Tet

2. Vietnamese children___________ .
A.have to pay off debt before Tet
B.should not receive any money during Tet
C. are not allowed to wear new clothes at Tet
D.receive lucky money from adults during Tet

3. Which is NOT mentioned as a preparation for Tet?
A. visiting friends and relatives B. cooking special foods
C.decorating houses D. paying off debts

4. Which is NOT referred during Tet celebration?
A. going to the pagoda B. the increasing of commercial activities
C.visiting relatives D. wearing new clothes

5. Vietnamese families____________.
A.do not celebrate Tet if they are poor B.only celebrate Tet when they are wealthy
C. have an altar to worship then ancestors D.gather in the streets on the first day of Tet
4- Word formation 

Give the correct form of the word in brackets to complete the following sentences
1.1 will help my father with the house____________________ . (decorate)
2. Everybody around is cheering and singing____________________  (happy)
3. Banh Chung is made of__________________rice, pork and green bean. (stick)
4. You should keep_________________ by eating well and exercising regularly, (health)
5. Shrimps move backwards and you will not_____________________in the New Year, (success)
6. Tet is the greatest_________________ in Viet Nam. (festivity)
7. People in many countries in the world often wear their______________________ clothes on the New Year
day. (tradition)
8. Tet is coming. It's our New Year___________________ (celebrate)
9. Easter is one of the best times for a family___________________  (gather)
10. They wish each other good__________________ for the New Year. (lucky)

± "Some/any"; "Should/shouldn't
A. Complete the sentences with some or any.
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1.1 have seen 
2. There aren't
3.1 have

nice postcards in this souvenir shop. 
_ folders in my bag.

4. There are__________
5. Pam does not have
6. Did they have______

magazines for you.
__ apples on the table.
----------------- - pencils on her desk.

7. I'm hungry - I'll have
8. There aren't

news for you?
sandwiches.

apples left.
9. Sue went to the cinema with
10. Could you check if there are________________
11.1 don't want________________ presents for my birthday.
12. We need bananas.

of her friends!
_ calls on the answering machine?

oranges at the moment. 
_ new books.
_ sugar with her coffee.

13. We haven't got______________
14. Peter has bought____________
15. She always takes____________
B. Choose the correct answer.
1. Would you like__________________coffee?
2. She has___________ money in the bag.
3.1 should have studied______________more last night.
4.1 have___________ money so 1 will treat you to a movie.
5. That is very kind of you because I don't have_______________
6. "No, I don't have_____________" he replied.
7. I'm sure I made mistakes on the exam.

money.

8. My friend didn't make
9. "Do you have_________
10. Is there

mistakes on the exam.
newspapers left," I asked?

11.1 don't have
12. Are there____
13. Is there

milk in the carton?
____cats.
_cakes left?
cheese?

14. "But I will have
15. Would you like

more this evening," he added, 
tea?

(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv) 
(some/ anv)

C. Complete the sentences with should/shouldn't
1. We_______________ bring something to Kate's party. I'll feel really embarrassed otherwise.
2. The roads are very icy at this time of the year. We_____________________drive too fast not to have an
accident.
3. People__________
4. We

break their promises. It's not a good habit.
____________have to wait long. The train is due in a couple of times.

5. If the delivery is urgent, you__________________ send it express post.
6.1 think we 
way!
7. You______
8.1

get paid commission for our sales. We'd be more motivated that

always knock on the door before entering. This is a private office.

9. He
make so many personal calls from the office. My boss is going to notice.

_apologise. He was absolutely right.
___drink so much coffee. It's not good for us.10. We____________

± Writing
A. Put the words in the correct order to make the right sentences.
1. How / we / lucky money / spend/ our / should /?
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2. keep / should / in / you / your / it / bank / piggy /.

3. Children / bed / should / go / early / to/

4. buy / we / Tet / should / before / blossoms / peach /

5. and friends so that /visit their relatives/ New Year's wishes/ They usually/ they can exchange/./

6.1 / you / wish /a / good / long / and / life / health/ .

7. Colourful firewords / the sky / when / midnight / light up / strikes / the clock / .

8. We / wish / a / at / should / Tet / make /.

9. Phong / Banh Chung / doesn't / Thailand / eat / in/.

10. and festivals throughout/the country/Tet is/ really a time of fun /./

11. have to/ go/ We/ to/ at Tet/ don't/ school.

12. sweets/ We/ shouldn't/ because/ eat/ they're/ too many/ not good.

13. Chung cake/ next week/ My/ often/ mother/ make/ Tet

14. cleaning/ To/ people/ for/ their/ spend time/ houses/ prepare/ Tet/ often/ for.

15. at Tet/ should/ house/ with/ They/ their/ many/ decorate/ flowers.

B. Rewrite the following sentences, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same.
1. It's a good idea to get up early and do exercise.

—* You _______________________________________________________________________
2.1 appreciate your participation in the discussion tomorrow.

—> You _________________________________________________________________________
3. It's good if students prepare lessons well before going to school.

—> Students _____________________________________________________________________
4. It's not a good idea when students are late for school.

—> Students _____________________________________________________________________
5. It's not good to drink too much coffee every day

—> You _________________________________________________________________________
6. We have great time when you come and see me regularly

—> You _________________________________________________________________________
7. It's not a good idea to have a party outdoors when the weather is not fine.

-> We _________________________________________________________________________
8.1 am not happy when you take my bike without asking me first

—> You _________________________________________________________________________
9. It's good if you help friends when they are in trouble.

—> You _________________________________________________________________________
10. It is not a good idea when she tell lie to her mother 
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—> She__________________________________________________________________________
11 Each classroom in my school has one projector and one Computer.

—> There________________________________________________________________________
12. It would be a good idea if wc learn in groups to help cach other.

—> Students _____________________________________________________________________
13. My study room has two chairs and one tabic.

—> There________________________________________________________________________
14. It is nccessary for us to finish homework before going to class

-*■ We ________________________________________________________________________
15. Whv don't wc go to to the movie theater?

-> What _______________________________________________________________________
16. People should exercise regularly to stay healthy.

—> People _______________________________________________________________________
17. Perhaps Nga knows the answer.

—■ Nsa _____________________________________________
18. Phong wants a cup of coffce.

—> Phong _______________________________________________________________________
19. It’s dangerous to wash your hair when you have a hcadache.

—* You _______________________________________________________________________
20. My tooth is aching again, (not cat so many sweet things)

—* You _______________________________________________________________________
FURTHER PRACTICE 

Listen and decide if each statement is true (T) or false (F).

Tài liệu thực hiện bời Tran Truong Thanh Zalo 0369904425 không họp tác với cá nhân nào.

Statement T F
1. A few days before Tet comes, the family does a lot of work.
2. They don't decorate the house
3. The writer help the mother to cook the meal.

4. The family invites the guests to have food and drinks when they come.
5. The writer feels tired to help the parents

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the other three in each question.
1.1 don't have____________spare time these days with all the exams to study.

A. some B. a little C. much D. many
2. Paul is a very solitary person and has______________ friends.

A. a few B. not much C. a lot of D. little
3. Could I have_________ more salad? It's so tasty.

A. little V B. many C. few D. some
4. During Tet, we go to the pagoda to pray for good health,_________________ and wealth.

A. happy B. happiness C. unhappily D. happily
5. Some people believe that buying salt on the first day of Tet will________________ bad luck__________
ghosts or evils.

A. take/from B. take/ out C. remove/from D. remove/out
6. Giving red envelopes containing lucky money to children is wishing_________________ good health.

A. to B. for C. from D. away
7. Some people avoid eating____________at Tet because they think it won't bring success to them.

A. pot B. green beans C. eggs D. shrimps
8. People often clean and decorate their houses______________ Tet.
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A. during B. after C. before
9. Turn left at the first traffic lights, and you'll see the supermarket straight

A. away B. ahead C. aside
10. You_________ speak during the exam. It's forbidden.

A. should B. shouldn't C. must
11 .____________________________ does Tet last?_About 10 days.

A. When B. How long C. What time
12. The American____________ a midnight kiss with someone they love.

A. share B. take C. bring
13. Tet is coming. It's our New Year______________

A. Decoration B. shopping
14. Tet is a time

A. For family gatherings 
C. To exchange wishes

15. It's raining heavily outside, so we
A. Will B. should

16.

C. celebration

B. to dress beautifully 
D. all are correct 

go out.
C. shouldn't

D. on

D. again

D. mustn't

D. How often

D. celebrate

D. cleaning

D. can
_________ , children will receive lucky money from adults during Tet holiday.
A. Tradition B. Traditions C. Traditional D. Traditionally

17. On New Year's Eve, people usually go to famous outside places to enjoy wonderful fireworks
lighting__________ the sky.

A.in B. up C. on D. out
18. We__________red fruits and rice on the altar to wish a happy year during Tet.

A. cheer
19. You can’t accept 

A. so much
20. We

B. pray
____ presents"!

c. welcome D. present

B. too much 
say nice things and _

C. that much D. so many
argue with other family members during Tet

c. shouldn't/ will
holiday.

A. can/ should B. should/ can
21. Mary and her friend -Jane are talking about their plan at weekend. 

Mary: "Why don't we go to the cinema?"
Jane: "_____________________ "
A. Will you join us? B. Yes, lets!

D. should/ shouldn't

c. I'd like it D. What play is it?
22. "Take care! Have a seat trip back!"_______

A. Thanks for coming 
C. Thanks, bye

B. Sounds good
D. Good luck next time

23. Mai doesn't feel well. She's got a stomachache. She____________ take a painkiller.
A. needs B. should C. shouldn't

24. Hung's bedroom is very messy. His mother advises him that he 
often.

A. should B. shouldn't C. must
25. There's an important exam tomorrow. They____________ study now.

A. should B. shouldn't C. need
26. There were wild street_________ when England won the Cup.

A. celebration B. celebrate C. celebrations
27. The room is___________ in pale blues and greens.

A. decorated 
28. The bovs_____

B. decorate 
around the car.

c. decorations
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D. mustn't 
tidy his room more

D. might

D. ought

D. celebrity

D. decor
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A. gathers B. gathered c. gatherings D. gathering
29. By ill________, mv flight was cancellcd.

A. lucky B. luckily c. luck D. luckicst
30. When the clock_midnight, a black cat suddenly jumps out of the cupboard.

A. attacks B. goes c. strikes D. comes
Complete the sentences with the words in the box_____________________________________

fireworks lucky money apricot blossoms peach blossoms 
_______ pagoda calendar family gathering furniture_____________________

1. Half a month before Tet, people begin to clean their houses and_____________________ .
2. Yellow______________are the symbol of Tet for Southern Vietnamese.
3. On the first day of Tet, people often go to__________________to pray for a good new year.
4. Tet is a time for___________________.
5. A_____________is a set of pages showing the days, weeks and months of a particular year.
6. Vietnamese children get________________in Lunar New Year.
7. On New Year's Eve, thousands of people gather on Nguvcn Hue Street to watch_______________________ .
8. In the north, people decoratc their house with pink____________________.
Read the passage and then decide whether the sentences a True or False.
Viet Nam’s New Year is known as Tet. It begins between January twenty-first and nineteenth. The 
cxact date changes from year to year. Tet lasts ten days. The first three days arc the most 
important. Vietnamese people believe that what people do during those days will influence the 
whole year. As a result, they make every effort to avoid arguments and smile as much as possible. 
Vietnamese people believe that the first person through the door on New Year’s Day can bring 
either good or bad luck. Children receive lucky money as they do in other countries.
1. Tet occurs in late January or early February. _______
2. There arc two weeks for Lunar New Year. _______
3. People should not argue with each other at Tet. _______
4. The first visitor on New Year’s Day brings gtx)d or bad luck. _______
5. Only children in Viet Nam get lucky money. _______
Choose the letter A, B, c or D to answer these questions
New Year is the time which marks the end of a calendar year and the beginning of another. 
Celebrating the start of a year is a tradition observed by almost evcrv culture and country on 
Earth. However, there is nowhere in the world where this holiday is as highly regarded as in Asia. 
People in Asia consider lunar New Year as the most important event of the year. Many people 
travel long distance to be with their family for the celebration. Although New Year is the biggest 
holiday in many countries in Asia, traditions and customs arc diverse and hold different 
meanings. For example, some countries light fireworks to cclcbratc New Year's Eve, while others 
ring bell at midnight to get rid of sins and welcome good health, happiness
1. What is the subjcct of the passage?

A. Calendar year. B. Celebration of a new year.
c. People in Asia. D. The biggest holiday in Asian countries.

2. According to the writer, what is New Year?
A. It is the time to mark the start of a year.
B. It is the most important event of the year.
c. It is the biggest holiday in manv Asian countries.
D. All the above arc correct.

3. Which of the following is TRUE about people in Asia?
A. They do not regard Lunar New Year as much as people in Western countries.
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B. They consider New Year's Eve as important as every event in a year.
C. They celebrate a new year after their long travel.
D. They celebrate Lunar New Year with their family.

4. Which of the following is NOT discussed in the passage?
A. Almost every culture traditionally celebrates the start of a new year.
B. Celebration of a new year is considered important in Asia.
C. People in Asia celebrate a new year in one month.
D. The meaning of New Year traditions and customs in one Asian country are different from 

others.
5. Why does the writer mention the example at the end of the passage?

A. To illustrate the diversity of New Year traditions and customs in Asian countries.
B. To distinguish New Year traditions and customs of Asian countries from others.
C. To recommend some New Year traditions and customs of Asian countries.
D. To celebrate a new calendar year.

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to answer these following questions
Vietnamese has a lot of tradition at Tet. They believe that the first-footer of a family determines 
their luck for the next year. Usually, people will invite a good-tempered, moral and successful 
person to visit their houses. During Tet, people visit relatives and friends to exchange best wishes. 
Children will dress in new clothes. They will receive lucky money for good blessings. Family 
gathering is really important because it's time family members get together after a long year. At 
Tet every house is usually decorated by flowers and colored lights.
1. Who determine fortune for a new year?

A. a tradition B. a first-footer C. a morality D. a success
2. What is the personality of a first footer?

A. good-tempered B. moral C. successful D. all are correct
3. Will children wear new clothes?

A. No, they won't B. Yes, he is C. Yes, they will D. No, he isn't
4. Why is family gathering important?

A. Because it's long
B. Because people can get together
C. Because family members can celebrate birthday.
D. Because a long year is important.

5. What is used to decorate a house?
A. bamboo B. furniture C. flowers D. food

Read the passage and choose the correct answers (A, B, C or D) to fill in the blanks.
My name is Mike and I'm a Vietnamese-American. Last February, I travelled to Viet Nam (1)
______my parents to celebrate Tet holiday. It was my first time being in Viet Nam and meeting
my grandmother. She (2)___________me a lot about Vietnamese culture, about things I should and
shouldn't do on Tet holiday. I should wear new and beautiful clothes to bring luck; however, they
shouldn't be white or black. Children should (3)_____________ adults with a 'Happy New Year' and best
wishes. On the other hand, sweeping your house is another thing to avoid as it symbolizes luck
and money flowing out of your house. (4)____________ up at people s houses uninvited on the first day
of Tet is considered rude. Luckily, I don't have any friends in Viet Nam (5)_________________ that won't be a
problem.
1. A. by B. with 

B. taught 
B. learn

C. beside 
c. is teaching 
c. greet

D. after
D. has taught
D. write

2. A. teaches
3. A. say
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4. A. Show B. To show c. Showed D. Showing
5. A. so B. but C. or D. since
Use the following set of words and phrases to write complete sentences.
1. Tet/ time/ when/ we/ have/ more time/ spend/ families.

Tài liệu thực hiện bời Tran Truong Thanh Zalo 0369904425 không họp tác với cá nhân nào.

2. People/ decorate/ homes/ plants/ flowers.

3. People/ try/nice/ polite/ each other/ because/ they/ want/good luck/ New Year's Day.

4. People/ go back/ to/ hometown/ celebrate/ new year/ families.

5. The new year/ festival/ important/ me/ because/ we/ have/ family gathering.

6. We/ also/ have/ activities/ such/ making "chung" cake/ visiting pagodas.

7. Many people/ go/ pagoda/ have/ happy year/ their family.

8. Vietnamese people/ often/ clean/ decorate/ houses/ Tet.

Write pieces of advice for these situations, using should or shouldn’t and the words given in 
brackets.
1.1 don't feel well, (stay at home)

2.1 think I'm short-sighted, (go to the doctor's)

3.1 have a pain in my chest, (see a doctor)

4.1 lent a friend my English book, but he hasn't given it back, (ask him for it)

5.1 feel awfully tired.

6.1 have to get up very early tomorrow, (set the alarm clock)

7.1 am putting on weight, (do more exercise)

8.1 have some difficult questions, (work in a group)

Rewrite these sentences, using must, mustn't, should, shouldn't.
1. It's a good for you to take exercise every day.

—* You _______________________________________________________________________
2. It's a good idea to listen to the weather forecast before going camping.

—* You _______________________________________________________________________
3. It's not good to eat lots of sweets.

—* You _______________________________________________________________________
4. It's not a good idea to swim immediately after a meal.

—* You _______________________________________________________________________
5. Be quiet in class and don't chat to your friends!

—> You
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